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About This Game

Sonya: The Great Adventure

Dive into the super colorful fantastic world of adventure hidden object quest.

Sonya: The Great Adventure is a fantastic and colorful hidden object adventure game with animated cut scenes that are
professionally voiced over. This is a touching story of the eternal struggle between the light and the dark. We offer three
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difficulty modes to suit gamers of the different experience.

The quiet morning of two sisters Sonya and Lily was destroyed by the barbaric attack on their home. Unidentified robbers took
away the most precious thing they had - not money and jewels, but Lily's vitality. Sonya was locked in her room and was not
able to save her sister. She will solve a lot of puzzles to get out of the house and find the vitality of Lily. She can't cope alone.

Help Sonya find the right way and get allies on the difficult path to the victory over an unknown evil.

Especially for Steam players BONUS CONTENT is added to the main gameplay, to make the maximum diving into the
storyline.

 100 incredibly colorful locations

 over 20 unique mini-games

 Steam trading cards

 combination of hidden object levels with fragmented object scenes

 Steam achievements to unlock

 detailed guide

 animated cut scenes with professional voice acting

No internet connection required for this offline game.
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Title: Sonya: The Great Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Specialbit Studio
Publisher:
Specialbit Studio
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Windows® 10

Processor: 1.5Ghz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000 with 384 MB of RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 750 MB available space

Sound Card: Is not essential

English,French,German,Russian,Japanese
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sonya the great adventure apk. sonya the great adventure full apk. sonya the great adventure bonus. sonya the great adventure
walkthrough. sonya the great adventure full. sonya the great adventure

Updates to the original review due to my new PC crashing and I therefore installed it on my old PC (Phenom II 955, R9 285
ITX, Win 7) which has changed my opinion on it, sort of. (so I'll make this a dual review)

Win 7 box:
It worked quite well TBH, played about 30 mins. and enjoyed it, hence the thumbs up and I also saw that PvP is coming which I
think will be quite fun as you prob. won't get to face the same deck over and over as everyone goes to Kaboopwned. com to find
out what and how to play.

I've finished the tutorial now and I'll keep on playing this, I'm hoping they get it more properly working with Win 10 as well so I
won't have to use this PC every time I want to play this. (that's quite clearly an issue with Unity rather than the game though)

Win 10 box:
The sound's brutally loud - which is what's being discussed in comments, one thing I forgot to add is that I also do record and
therefore the volume settings are more vital than if I hadn't - annoyingly loud TBH.

I can't say for sure it's only Unity and Win 10 screwing things up or if it's that combo and something with that box that does it
but all Unity engine games I've tried on it has had the sound issue and other issues too, so I wouldn't recommend any Unity
engine game for the Win 10 platform as it is... ()unsure if any of them's worked well on it, MechaNika certainly didn't at all, it
was in an awful state and worked great on this box...). Very punishing

No work is done on animation WHAT however

hitboxes are unclear

Levels are either short and easy or short but copy and pasted and punishing

Controls feel floating and inconsistent. One of the best Free 2 play games on the market i highly recommend this game if you
want laughs with friends 4+ plus is where its at.
hope they add more maps and add more customizations to the games!!!
overall a great game and having a blast with it atm. Totally silly, easy fun game. You can sit back & go whoop when you get a
run of 7, 8, 9, 10, Jack & then Zombie Slap a bonus run. Great for late nights when I'm half awake, having a drink, & resemble
the Zombie Cute Blonde Rookie badge. :D. Cool premise, really cool look. About a hundred levels of super frenetic, reflex heavy
platforming for your enjoyment. Warning: this game gets effing HARD.
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Having played the previous Harbinger game, I must say I'm having a lot of fun with the different approach to an admittedly
similar game.. I am very glad I got this game during a sale time for very cheap, because it was not really worth even that. I will
admit that I didn't play the game very long, but what I played was enough. It obviously wasn't read through by an editor, because
it had typos and misgendered sentences. If a game lets you pick your gender, it should call you by what you picked (especially
since from the description, this game is very focused on gender identity and sexual orientation). I thought it would go well, when
it made a Pokemon reference in the beginning, but it just went downhill. There were parts which made me very uncomfortable,
which I won't go into detail over, since it would be a spoiler. Lastly, for a game that makes such a big deal about orientation, it
doesn't let you pick yours, which I thought was strange. (SPOILER..... How the were two female dragon lovers expecting a
baby? It doesn't go into it).. Not my Cup of tea. Bosses are way too hard as game just keeps on throwing hordes of small
enemies during the boss fights. Also why can I only dash Horizontally let me dash vertically too as projectile attacks are
impossible to dodge when there is alot going on at the same time.. Its pretty short game with no reply value.

When you think about the plot you imagine something that is really better and creative might coming but this thought get
dissolves when you progress in the game for 20min.

There is multiple outcomes if you want to try different approach and extort some replay value from the game. But game itself is
dull so I rather not recommend it.

There is some mistakes with the flow of the game & actions. It feels like some logical rules/flowchart elements are hastily
implemented in game and game feels like lacking a lot.

As result I don't recommend it.. Fun game! But quite easy... Took me about an hour to finish this game 100% including ALL
achievements. This game feels as if it was some sort of school project. I don't know if that's a good or bad thing.. I'd rather
admit to watching hentai than play this game.. A lot of fun, but a pretty quick game. The other modes add some nice
replayability.. This game might look like fun, but it's broken and unplayable. I don't recommend it to anyone.. This game is the
greatest thing since nestalgia!. I would recommend this game only on sale. The graphics were ok. The story could have been
better. Gamplay was lacking. I didn't have a problem getting to the nest once I was able to find the grapple hook. That took
several visits to the lighthouse before I finally found it (or it showed up). The map navigation could have been better, too much
back and forth. The hint button was frustrating. It kept telling me to do something when I didn't have the items to do it. At
times, the inventory bar was in the way. This happened when I tried to back out of a screen or was in a hidden object screen.
Despite everything mentioned, I liked the game.
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